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Abstract
The concept of quasi injective S-systems over monoids is generalized to pseudo
injective by Yan and QP -injective S-systems by the authors. A new kind of gener-
alization, namely pseudo quasi principally injective systems over monoids is studied.
On the way, we complete an early result by Yan on pseudo injective S-systems and
obtained analogous properties to that notion of pseudo injectivity on the module
theory. Several properties of these kinds of generalizations are discussed. Conditions
under which pseudo injective S-systems being quasi-injective are considered. Also,
we obtain characterizations of pseudo quasi principally injective S-systems. The
relationship between the classes of pseudo injective S-systems with quasi injective
S-systems and pseudo quasi principally injective S-systems with quasi principally
injective S-systems are considered . As a consequence, conditions to versus these
classes are shown.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

In [6], we introduced a generalization of quasi injective S-systems which was quasi

principally injective S-systems (QP -injective) and obtained some results. Among these
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results, we exhibited some conditions to versus this generalization with other general-

ization relevant to quasi injective S-systems which also introduced by us for example

principally quasi injective S-systems (PQ-injective) [and hence versus with quasi injec-

tive S-systems]. More generally, in this work, we continue to find another weak form

of quasi injectivity called pseudo injective S-systems and pseudo QP -injective to study

behavior of quasi injective through the property, “an S-system Ms is quasi injective

if and only if it is invariant in injective envelope of itself”’ which is satisfy in pseudo

injective S-system for every S-monomorphism from injective envelope of S-system Ms

to itself. Thus, we can connect quasi injective by their generalization pseudo injective

by adding this property as a condition for pseudo injective S-systems to be quasi in-

jective in Theorem 2.17, when we define cog-reversible S-system . On the other hand,

characterizations and properties of quasi injective S-systems and QP -injective S-system

also satisfy by pseudo QP -injective S-systems for example Proposition 3.5, Proposition

3.10, Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.15. Note that, we will use terminology and notations

from [6] freely.

Let Ms, Ns be right S-systems. An S-system E is called injective if for every S-

monomorphism f : Ms → Ns and every S-homomorphism g : Ms → E, there is an

S-homomorphism h : Ns → E such that hf = g [8]. A right S-system Ns is called Ms-

injective if for each S-monomorphism f from S-system Bs into S-system Ms and every

S-homomorphism g : Bs → Ns, there is an S-homomorphism h : Ms → Ns such that

hf = g. Thus Ns is injective if and only if Ns is Ms-injective for all S-system Ms [11].

The concept of injectivity was generalized to quasi injective S-system by A. M. Lopez

[1], such that an S-system Ns is quasi injective if and only if Ns is Ns-injective. More

generally, Yan gave generalized quasi injective S-system to pseudo injective, such

that an S-system Ms is called pseudo-injective if each S-monomorphism of a subsystem

of Ms into Ms extends to an S-endomorphism of Ms [10]. An S-system Ms is called

principal injective S-system (simply, C-injective) if for any S-system Bs, any principal

(cyclic) subsystem C of Bs, any homomorphism f from C into Ms can be extended to

one from Bs to Ms [7]. An S-system Ms is called principally quasi injective (this

means PQ-injective) if every S-homomorphism from a principal subsystem of Ms to Ms

extends to an S-endomorphism of Ms [5]. An S-system Ns is called M-principally

injective if for every S-homomorphism from M -cyclic subsystem of Ms into Ns can
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be extended to an S-homomorphism from Ms into Ns (for short Ns is MP -injective)

[6]. An S-system Ms is called quasi-principally injective if it is MP -injective, that

is every S-homomorphism from M -cyclic subsystem of Ms to Ms can be extended to

S-endomorphism of Ms (Ms is QP -injective) [6].

This paper is subdivided into two parts. The first part is devoted to pseudo injective

S-systems. We obtained a characterization of this class analogous to that of pseudo in-

jective module. Certain class of subsystems which inherit this property are considered.

In the second part, a characterizations of pseudo quasi principally injective S-systems

over monoids are investigated. The relationship between the classes of pseudo quasi

principally injective S-systems with quasi principally injective S-systems are consid-

ered. As a consequence , conditions to versus these classes are shown.

2. Pseudo Injective S-systems

In [10], Yan gave definition of pseudo injective S-systems and studied the properties of

linear equation S-system on this class. By the following, we give a general case :

Definition 2.1 : Let Ms, Ns be S-systems. Ns is M -pseudo injective if for every

S-subsystem A of Ms, each S-monomorphism f : A → Ns can be extended to an

S-homomorphism g : Ms → Ns. An S-system Ns is called pseudo injective if it is

N -pseudo injective.

Remarks and Examples 2.2 :

(1) Every quasi injective S-system is pseudo injective. But the converse is not true

in general, for example, let S be a monoid such that S = {a, b, c, 0, e}, with a, b

be left zero of S and ca = cb = cc = a and 0, e be zero, identity elements of S

respectively. Then consider S as an S-system over itself. It is clear that every

subset of S is subsystem of Ss. Since the only S-monomorphism from subsystems

is the inclusion map can be trivially extended to identity map of Ss, so Ss is

S-pseudo injective system, but when we take N = {a, b} be subsystem of Ss

and f be S-homomorphism defined by f(x) =
{
b if x = a
a if x = b

}
, then this S-

homomorphism cannot be extended to S-homomorphism g : Ss → Ss. If not, that

is there exists S-homomorphism g : Ss → Ss such that g(x) = f(x), ∀ x ∈ N ,

which is the trivial S-homomorphism (or zero map) since other extension is not

S-homomorphism. Then, b = f(a) = g(a) = a(0) which implies that b = a(0) and
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this is a contradiction.

(2) Let Ms, Ns,Ws be S-systems. If Ns is Ms-pseudo injective and Ms
∼= Ws, then

it is easy to see that Ns is Ws-pseudo injective system. Also, every isomorphic

S-system to Ms-pseudo injective system is Ms-pseudo injective system.

Proposition 2.3 : Let Ms and Ns be S-systems. Then :

(1) If Ns is Ms-pseudo injective, then any S-monomorphism f : Ns →Ms splits.

(2) Ns is injective S-system if and only if Ns is Ms-pseudo injective for all Ms.

Proof : (1) It is clear that Ns is isomorphic to f(N), so f(N) is Ms-pseudo injectivity.

(2) By (1), if Ns is Ms-pseudo injective for all Ms, then every S-monomorphism f :

Ns →Ms splits for all S-systems Ms, hence Ns is injective.

Proposition 2.4 : Every M -pseudo injective S-system is A-pseudo injective for any

subsystem A of Ms.

Proof : Let X be a subsystem of A in Ms and f be S-monomorphism from X into N .

Then, since N is Ms-pseudo injective, so there exists S-homomorphism g : Ms → N

which extends f . Consider the diagram (1), where i1(i2) be the inclusion map of X(A) in

A(Ms). Then, we have goi2oi1 = f . Now, put g′(= g|A) : A→ Ns be S-homomorphism

which extends f also. Hence, Ns is A-pseudo injective.

Lemma 2.5 : Every retract of Ms-pseudo injective S-system is Ms-pseudo injective.

Proof : Assume that Ns is Ms-pseudo injective S-system, and A be a retract of Ns,

so there a subsystem W of Ns and S-epimorphism α : Ns → W such that A ∼= W and

α|w = iw. This means α(w) = w, ∀ w ∈W . Thus, we have S-epimorphism α : Ns → A

such that α(a) = a, ∀ a ∈ A. Let X be a subsystem of Ms and f : X → A be
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S-monomorphism. Define g : X → Ns by g(x) = (f(x), 0), ∀ x ∈ X. This means g

is S-monomorphism [in fact, if g(x1) = g(x2)], this implies (f(x1), 0) = (f(x2), 0), so

f(x1) = f(x2). Since f is S-monomorphism, so x1 = x2, thus g is S-monomorphism.

Since Ns is Ms-pseudo injective, so there exists S-homomorphism g′ : Ms → Ns such

that g′oix = g. Let j and π be the injection and projection map of A into Ns (and

Ns onto A). Now, define h(= πog′) : Ms → A be S-homomorphism such that hoix =

πog′ix = πog = f , so hoix = f . This means h extends f and A is Ms-pseudo injective.

Before the next proposition, we need the following lemma :

Lemma 2.6 [2] : Let Ms and Ns be S-systems and ϕ ∈ Hom(Ms, Ns). If As is

intersection large in Ns, then ϕ−1(As) is intersection large in Ms. (In particular, if N is

intersection large in M , then for each m ∈Ms, [N,m] = {s ∈ S|ms ∈ N} is intersection

large right ideal in Ss).

Proposition 2.7 : If an S-system Ns is Ms-pseudo injective with ψM = IM , then

α(M) ⊆ Ns for every S-monomorphism α : E(Ms) → E(Ns).. In particular, if Hs

is pseudo injective with ψH = IH , then α(Hs) ⊆ Hs for every S-monomorphism

α ∈ End(E(Hs)).

Proof : Let Ns be Ms-pseudo injective and α be S-monomorphism from E(M) into

E(N). Define X = {m ∈Ms|α(m) ∈ Ns}. Since Ns is Ms-pseudo injective, so α|X can

be extended to β : Ms → Ns. Since E(N) is E(M)-injective, so E(N) is Ms-injective

by Proposition 2.4. This means, there exists S-homomorphism h : Ms → E(N) which

extend α|X . The proof is complete, when β(M) = h(M). Assume that β(m0) 6= h(m0)

for some m0 ∈ Ms. Since N is is essential in E(N) and Θ 6= h(m0) ∈ E(N), so there

exists s ∈ S, such that Θ 6= h(m0)s ∈ N Thus h(m0s) ∈ N implies that m0s ∈ X.

On the other hand, β(m0)s = β(m0s) ∈ N . Note that, since Ns is ∩-large in E(N),

so [N,h(m0)] is ∩-large right ideal in Ss by Lemma 2.6. Thus, for h(m0)ψMβ(m0),

and since ψM = IM , we have h(m0) = β(m0) and this is a contradiction. Hence,

h(M) = β(M) ⊆ Ns. Since h(M) = α(M), then this implies that α(M) = β(M) ⊆ Ns.

Let T = Homs(M,M). Recall that Ms is a(T, S)-bisystem if it is a right S-system and

a left T -system such that f(ms) = (fm)s for f ∈ T,m ∈Ms and s ∈ S.

The following corollary from above proposition and lemma in [1] which is :

Lemma 2.8 [1] : Let H = Homs(E(M), E(M)). If Ms is an (H,S)-bisubsystem of
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E(M), then Ms is quasi injective.

Definition 2.9 : Let Ms be an S-system. A congruence ρ on Ms is called large on

Ms, if for every congruence α on Ms with α 6= IM (the trivial congruence) we have

α ∩ ρ 6= IM .

Examples 2.10 :

(1) The universal congruence on S-system Ms is clearly large on Ms.

(2) Let the semigroup S = {a, b, c, d, e} with the multiplication given by : a2 = b,

ab = ac = ad = ba = ca = da = a, b2 = c2 = bc = cb = bd = db = cd = dc = b,

d2 = d and e is the identity element. Then, consider the congruence ρ on S defined

by : ρ = {(a, a), (a, b), (a, c), (b, a), (b, b), (b, c), (c, a), (c, b), (c, c), (d, d), (e, e)}. It

is a matter of calculations, ρ is the non-trivial congruence on Ss. So ρ is a large

congruence on Ss.

(3) Let the semigroup S = {a, b, c, d, e} defined by : a is zero element of S, b2 = bc =

cb = db = bd = be = eb = b, c2 = cd = dc = ce = ec = c, d2 = d, de = ed = e2 = e

and σ the congruence on S defined by : σ = {(a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (c, e), (d, d), (e, c),

(e, e)}. Then, it is easy to check that σ is not large congruence on S.

As the intersection of congruence’s on Ms is again congruence on Ms, let X be a subset of

Ms×Ms. Denote by ρ(X) the smallest congruence on Ms containing X. A congruence ρ

is called finitely generated, if there is a finite subset X such that ρ = ρ(X). A congruence

ρ is called monocyclic, if it is finitely generated by one element (x, y) ∈ M ×M and is

denoted by ρ(x, y).

In the following we describe the monocyclic congruence ρ(x, y) interms of its elements.

Proposition 2.11 : Let Ms be an S-system with x, y ∈Ms. Then

ρ(x, y) =
∞⋃
n=1

(x, y)Sn =
∞⋃
n=1

(xSn, ySn) = {(x, y)s1s2 · · · sn|n ≥ 1, si ∈ S}.

Proof : Write A =
∞⋃
n=1

(x, y)Sn = {(x, y)s1s2 · · · sn|n ≥ 1, si ∈ S}. It is clear that A

contains (x, y). If (x, y)s1s2 · · · sn ∈ A and s ∈ S, then (x, y)s1s2 · · · sns ∈ A, this im-

plies that A is a congruence on Ms. If ω is a congruence on Ms containing (x, y) , then

A ⊆ ω. Thus A is the smallest congruence on Ms containing (x, y) and so A = ρ(x, y).
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It is clear that {(x, y)s1s2 · · · sn|n ≥ 1, si ∈ S} = {(x, y)s|s ∈ S}, so we shall consider

ρ(x, y) = {(x, y)s|s ∈ S}.

Proposition 2.12 : Let Ms be an S-system. A congruence ρ on Ms is large if and only

if ρ(x, y) ∩ ρ 6= IM for each x, y ∈Ms with x 6= y.

Proof : As x 6= y, then ρ(x, y) 6= IM and hence ρ(x, y) ∩ ρ 6= IM for all x, y ∈ Ms.

Conversely , let α 6= IM be a congruence on Ms, then x, y ∈ Ms with x 6= y. By the

condition IM 6= ρ(x, y) ∩ ρ ⊆ α ∩ ρ.

Proposition 2.13 : Let Ms be an S-system. A congruence ρ on Ms is large if and only

if for each x, y ∈ Ms with x 6= y, there exists an element s ∈ S such that xs 6= ys and

(x, y)s ∈ ρ.

Proof : Assume that ρ is large on Ms. If x, y ∈Ms with x 6= y, then ρ(x, y) 6= IM and

hence by Proposition 2.12, ρ(x, y) ∩ ρ 6= IM , so there exists s ∈ S such that xs = ys

and (x, y)s ∈ ρ. Conversely, for each x, y ∈ M with x 6= y, by the condition, there is

an element s ∈ S such that xs 6= ys and (x, y)s ∈ ρ, this means that ρ(x, y) ∩ ρ 6= IM .

Again Proposition 2.12 implies that ρ is large on Ms.

Proposition 2.14 : Let α : Ms → Ns be an S-homomorphism. If ρ is a large congruence

on Ns, then α−1(ρ) is a large congruence on Ms, where α−1(ρ) = {(x, y) ∈ M ×
M |(α(x), α(y)) ∈ ρ}.

Proof : It is that α−1(ρ) is an equivalence relation on Ms. By the definition of S-

homomorphism, we have α−1(ρ) is a congruence on Ms. For any x, y ∈Ms with x 6= y,

then either α(x) = α(y) or α(x) 6= α(y). If α(x) = α(y), then (α(x), α(y)) ∈ ρ and

hence (x, y) ∈ α−1(ρ), this implies that ρ(x, y)∩α−1(ρ) 6= IM and hence by proposition

2.12, α−1(ρ) is large on Ms. If α(x) 6= α(y), then by Proposition 2.13 there exists s ∈ S
such that α(x)s 6= α(y)s and (α(x)s, α(y)s) ∈ ρ, so xs 6= ys and (x, y)s ∈ α−1(ρ) and

hence α−1(ρ) is large on Ms.

Theorem 2.15 : Let Ms be a nonsingular S-system with `M (s) = Θ for each s ∈ S.

Then a congruence ρ on Ms is large if and only if Ms/ρ is singular.

Proof : Assume that Ms/ρ is singular. For each x, y ∈Ms with x 6= y, then there exists

a large ideal I of S such that (x, y)I = Θ, that is (xI, yI) ⊆ ρ. Since Ms is nonsingular,

then both xI and yI are nonzero and distinct, but it is easy to show that (xI, yI) is a

congruence on Ms and IM 6= (xI, yI) ⊆ (xI, yI) ∩ ρ ⊆ (xS, yS) ∩ ρ ⊆ ρ(x, y) ∩ ρ. By
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Proposition 2.12, we have ρ is a large on Ms. Conversely, let (x, y) ∈ Ms/ρ ×Ms/ρ,

then (x, y) ∈ Ms ×Ms. Define f, g : Ss → Ms by f(s) = xs and g(s) = ys for s ∈ S.

Then f and g are S-homomorphism. Proposition 2.14 implies that f−1(ρ) and g−1(ρ)

are large congruences on S and hence f−1(ρ)∩g−1(ρ) is a large congruence on S, where

f−1(ρ) = {(s, t) ∈ S × S|(xs, xt) ∈ ρ}. Define I = {s ∈ S|(xs, ys) ∈ ρ}. Then I

is a right ideal of S. Consider J is a nonzero right ideal of S. Let u (6= Θ) ∈ J .

The condition `M (S) = Θ implies that xu 6= yu, since ρ is large on Ms, then by

Proposition 2.13, there exists an element s in S such that xus 6= yus and (xus, yus) ∈ ρ
and hence us(6= Θ) ∈ I ∩ J . This shows that I is a large right ideal of S. Thus

(x, y)I ⊆ ρ = ker(ρ#) where ρ# is the natural epimorphism of Ms onto (M/ρ)s and

(x, y)I = Θ. So (x, y) ∈ ψM/ρ and hence Ms/ρ×Ms/ρ = ψM/ρ′ this implies that Ms/ρ

is singular.

Definition 2.16 : An S-system Ms is called cog-reversible if each congruence ρ on Ms

with ρ 6= IM is large on Ms.

For example ZZ and QZ are cog-reversible Z-systems. As every congruence ρ on Zz

(and QZ) with ρ 6= IZ (and ρ 6= IQ) is large on Zz (and QZ).

Theorem 2.17 : Let Ms be a cog-reversible nonsingular S-system with `M (s) = Θ for

each s ∈ S. Then Ms is pseudo injective if and only if Ms is quasi injective.

Proof : Let A be a subsystem of an S-system Ms and f be a nonzero S-homomorphism

from A into Ms. If f is S-monomorphism, then there is nothing to prove. So as-

sume f is not S-monomorphism. Since E(M) is injective, then E(M) is an M (re-

spectively E(M))-injective. Thus there is S-homomorphism h : Ms → E(M) such

that hoωA = ωMof , where ωA (respectively ωM ) is the inclusion mapping of A (re-

spectively Ms) into Ms (respectively E(M)). Again there is an S-homomorphism

g : E(M) → E(M) such that goωM = h. Then either ker(h) = IM or ker(h) 6= IM .

If ker(h) = IM , then h is S-monomorphism. Largeness of Ms in E(M) implies that g

is S-monomorphism, so g(Ms) ⊆ Ms by Proposition 2.7. Thus, h(Ms) ⊆ Ms which

is extension of f , since h(A) = hoωA(A) = ωMof(A) = f(A). If ker(h) 6= IM ,

then ker(h) is large on Ms, so Theorem 2.16 implies that Ms/ker(h) is singular. But

Ms/ker(h) ∼= h(M) ⊆ Ms, so Ms/ker(h) is nonsingular. This two cases implies that

ker(h) = M ×M . This implies that h (and hence f) is zero map.
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Recall that an S-systems As and Bs are called mutually (pseudo) injective if As is Bs-

(pseudo) injective and Bs is As-(pseudo) injective.

Proposition 2.18 : Let As and Bs be mutually pseudo injective S-systems, with ψA =

iA and ψB = iB. If E(As) ∼= E(Bs), then every S-isomorphism α : E(As) → E(Bs)

reduces to an S-isomorphism α′ : As → Bs. In particular, As ∼= Bs, consequently, As
and Bs are pseudo injective S-systems.

Proof : Let f : E(As)→ E(Bs) be an S-isomorphism. Since ψA = iA, so by proposition

2.7 f(As) ⊆ Bs, similarly, since f−1 : E(Bs) → E(As) be an S-isomorphism and

ψB = iB, so by Proposition 2.7 f−1(Bs) ⊆ A. Thus, Bs = (ff−1)(Bs) = f(f−1(Bs)) ⊆
f(As) ⊆ Bs. Hence f(As) = Bs. Therefore, f |A : As → Bs is an S-isomorphism, so

As ∼= Bs. Moreover, as As is Bs-pseudo injective and Bs ∼= As, we have As is As-pseudo

injective. This means As is pseudo injective.

For more properties of pseudo injective S-systems, we have :

Theorem 2.19 : Let M1 and M2 be S-systems. If M1 ⊕M2 is pseudo injective, then

M1 and M2 are mutually injective.

Proof : Let A be a subsystem of M2 ,and f : A → M1 be an S-homomorphism.

Define α : A → M1 ⊕M2 by α(a) = (f(a), a), ∀ a ∈ A, then α is S-monomorphism.

By proposition 2.4, M1 ⊕M2 is M2-pseudo injective, so there exists S-homomorphism

β : M2 →M1⊕M2 such that βoi = α. Now, let j1 and π1 be the injection and projection

map of M1 into M1⊕M2 and M1⊕M2 onto M1. Then, define σ (= π1β) : M2−M1 be

S-homomophism extends f , this means σi = π1βi = π1j1f = IM1f = f , which implies

σi = f .

Corollary 2.20 : If ⊕i∈IMi is pseudo injective, then Mj is MK-injective for all distinct

j, k ∈ I.

Before the next corollary, we need the following proposition :

Proposition 2.21 : Let Ms be an S-system and {Ni|i ∈ I} be a family of S-systems.

Then
∏
i∈I

Ni is M -injective if and only if Ni is M -injective for every i ∈ I.

Proof : Assume that Ns =
∏
i∈I

Ni is Ms-injective. Let X be a subsystem of Ms and f be

S-homomorphism fromX intoNi. SinceNs isMs-injective S-system then there exists S-

homomorphism g : Ms → Ns such that goiX = jof , where iX is the inclusion map of X

into Ms and j is the injection map of Ni into Ns. Define h : Ms → Ni such that h = πiog,
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where πi is the projection map of Ns into Ni, then hoiX = πiogoiX = πiojof = f .

That is for all a ∈ X,h(a) = h(iX(a)) = πi(g(a)) = πi(g(iX(a))) = πi(j(f(a))) =

(πjoj)(f(a)) = f(a). Conversely, assume that Ni is Ms-injective for each i ∈ I and

f is S-homomorphism from S-subsystem X of Ms into Ns. Since Ni is Ms-injective ,

then there exists S-homomorphism βi : Ms → Ni, such that βioiX = πiof , where πi is

the natural projection of Ns into Ni. So there exists S-homomorphism β : Ms → Ns

such that βi = πioβ. We claim that βoiX = f . For this since βioiX = πioβoiX , then

πiof = πioβoiX , so we obtain f = βoi. Therefore Ns is Ms-injective.

Corollary 2.22 : For any integer n ≥ 2. Let Ms be a cog-reversible nonsingular S-

system with `M (s) = Θ for each s ∈ S. Then Mn
s is pseudo injective if and only if Ms

is quasi injective.

Proof : If Mn is pseudo injective, then by Proposition 2.4 Mi is Ms-pseudo injective.

So by Theorem 2.17, each Mi is quasi injective. Then, by Proposition 2-21, we have Ms

is quasi injective. Conversely, if Ms is quasi injective, then by Proposition 2.21, Mn is

quasi injective and in particular is pseudo injective.

Proposition 2.23 : Let Ms = ⊕i∈IMi be a direct sum of a cog-reversible nonsingular

S-systems Mi. An S-system Ms is quasi injective if and only if it is pseudo injective.

Proof : Let Ms be pseudo injective S-system. Then, by Corollary 2.20, each Mj is Mi-

injective, for all distinct i, j ∈ I. Now, by Lemma 2.5 each Mj is Mi-pseudo injective,

so by Theorem 2.17, each Mj is quasi injective. Therefore, by Proposition 2.21 Ms is

quasi injective. The other direction is obvious.

Recall that an S-system Ms satisfy C2-condition. If a subsystem N is a retract of Ms

and H ∼= N , where H is a subsystem of Ms, then H is a retract of Ms.

Theorem 2.24 : Every pseudo injective system satisfies C2-condition.

Proof : Let Ms be pseudo injective S-system and A be a retract subsystem of Ms

with A ∼= B. Let f be an S-isomorphism from subsystem B of Ms into A, then f is

S-monomorphism from B into Ms. Since Ms is pseudo injective and A be a retract

of Ms, so A is Ms-pseudo injective by Lemma 2.5. Since A ∼= B, so by (2.2)(2), B is

Ms-pseudo injective. Then, by Proposition 2.3(1), f is split. Hence, B is a retract of

Ms and so Ms satisfies C2-condition.
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3. Pseudo Quasi Principally Injective Systems

Definition 3.1 : An S-system Ns is called pseudo Ms-principally-injective, if for

every S-monomorphism from Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms to Ns can be extended to

S-homomorphism from Ms to Ns (if this is the case, we write Ns is pseudo MP -

injective). An S-system Ms is called pseudo quasi principally injective if it is

pseudo MP -injective system (if this is the case, we write Ms is pseudo QP -injective).

Remarks and Example 3.2 :

(1) Every QP -injective system is pseudo QP -injective. But the converse is not true in

general for example, see (2.2) (1).

(2) Retract of pseudo QP -injective S-system is pseudo MP -injective.

Proof : Let Ms be pseudo QP -injective S-system and N be a retract Ms-cyclic subsys-

tem of Ms. Let A be Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms and f : A→ N be S-monomorphism.

Define α : A→Ms by α = jNof , where jN be the injection map of N into Ms, then α is

S-monomorphism. Since Ms is pseudo QP -injective, so there exists S-homomorphism

β : Ms → Ms such that βoiA = α, where iA be the inclusion map of A into Ms. Now,

let πN be the projection map of Ms onto N . Then, define σ (= πNβ) : Ms → N . Thus

for each a ∈ A we have that σoiA(a) = (πNoβoiA)(a) = πN (α(a)) = πN (jNof(a)) =

πN (f(a)) = f(a). Therefore, an S-homomophism σ is extends f . Thus, N is pseudo

MP -injective system.

(3) Let As, Bs and Ms be a right S-systems and As is pseudo MP -injective, if Bs
isomorphic to As, then Bs is also pseudo MP -injective.

(4) Let Ns,Ms and As be S-systems. If As is pseudo MP -injective and Ns
∼= Ms, then

As is pseudo NP -injective S-system.

Proposition 3.3 : Let Ms be S-system. Ms is pseudo QP -injective if and only if Ms

is pseudo NP -injective for every Ms-cyclic subsystem N of Ms. In particular, if B is a

retract of N , then Ms is pseudo BP -injective system.

Proof : Let N be Ms-cyclic subsystem of S-system Ms . Assume that A be Ns-

cyclic subsystem of N . Let f be S-monomorphism from A into Ms and i1(i2) be the

inclusion map of A(N) into N(Ms). Since Ms is pseudo QP -injective, so there exists
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S-homomorphism g : Ms → Ms such that goi2oi2 = f , this means g is extension of f .

Define an S-homomorphism g1 (= goi2) : N → Ms , then g1oi1 = goi2oi1 = f . Thus,

g1 is extension of f and Ms is pseudo NP -injective system. Conversely, by taking Ms

is Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms.

Corollary 3.4 : Let Ms be S-system and Ns be pseudo MP -injective system, then N

is a retract of Ms if and only if N is Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms.

Proof : As every retract of an S-system Ms is Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms [6]. Con-

versely, by taking f is the identity map of N in the proof of Proposition 3.3.

Before the next Proposition, we need the following concept :

Let Ns and Ms be two S-systems. Recall that Ns is Ms-projective or projective rel-

ative to Ms, where Ms be S-system, if for every S-system Cs, every S-homomorphism

f from S-system Ns into S-system Cs can be lifted with respect to every S-epimorphism

g from Ms into Cs, that is there exists S-homomorphism h from Ns into Ms such that

gh = f [9]. An S-system Ns is called projective if it is projective relative to every right

S-system. Also an S-system Ns is called quasi-projective if Ns is Ns-projective [9].

Note that if Ns is Ms-projective, then every S-epimorphism from S-system Ms into Ns

is split. Also, retract of Ms-projective S-system is Ms-projective [3].

Proposition 3.5 : Let Ms be a pseudo QP -injective S-system, and α ∈ T = End(Ms).

The following statements are equivalent :

(1) α(M) is a retract of Ms,

(2) α(M) is a pseudo MP -injective. In additional, if Ms is quasi projective S-system,

then (1) and (2) are equivalent to :

(3) α(M) is M -projective.

Proof : (1→ 2) Follows from (3.2) (2).

(2→ 1) As α(M) is Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms, so by Corollary 3.4, α(M) is a retract

of Ms.

(2→ 3) By (2) and Corollary 3.4, we have α(M) is a retract of Ms. Since Ms is quasi

projective S-system, so α(M) is Ms-projective.

(3→ 2) Assume that α(M) is Ms-projective. Let A be Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms and

σ be S-monomorphism from A into α(M). Since α(M) is Ms-cyclic, so there exists
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S-epimorphism β : Ms → α(M). Since α(M) is Ms-projective, so β split. This means

there S-homomorphism k from α(M) into Ms, such that βok = Iα(M). Then, define

f = koσ. Since f is S-monomorphism (whence βok = Iα(M)) and Ms is pseudo QP -

injective, so there exists S-homomorphism h : Ms → Ms such that hoi = f . Since Ms

is quasi projective, so βoh = g, where g is an S-homomorphism from Ms into α(M).

Thus, we have goi = βohoi = βof = βokoσ = Iα(M)oσ. This means α(M) is pseudo

MP -injective system.

Corollary 3.6 : Let Ms be a pseudo QP -injective S-system and quasi projective. Then

the following statements holds for Ms-cyclic subsystem N of Ms :

(1) N is a retract of Ms .

(2) N is pseudo MP -injective. In additional, if Ms is quasi projective S-system, then

(1) and (2) are equivalent to :

(3) N is Ms-projective.

The following proposition explain under which conditions pseudo QP -injective being

QP -injective:

Proposition 3.7 : Let Ms be a cog-reversible nonsingular S-system with `M (s) = Θ

for each s ∈ S. If Ms is pseudo QP -injective, then Ms is QP -injective.

Proof : Let N be Ms-cyclic subsystem of S-system Ms and f be S-homomorphism from

N into Ms. If f is one-to-one, then there is nothing to prove. If f is not one-to-one,

then by using the proof of Theorem 3.2.17, we get the required. This means that Ms is

QP -injective S-system.

Proposition 3.8 : Let Ms be a principal self-generator S-system. Then, every pseudo

QP -injective S-systems is pseudo injective.

Proof : Let N be a subsystem of S-system Ms and f be S-monomorphism from N

into Ms. Since Ms is principal self-generator, so there exists some α : Ms → N such

that m = that m = α(m1), ∀ m ∈ Ms. This means α is S-epimorphism, thus N

is Ms-cyclic subsystem of Ms. As Ms is pseudo QP -injective, so f can be extend to

S-endomorphism g of Ms such that goi = f , where i be the inclusion map of N into

Ms. Therefore, Ms is pseudo injective S-system.

Theorem 3.9 : Let M1 and M2 be two S-systems. If M1⊕M2 is pseudo QP -injective,

then Mi is Mj-principally injective for i, j = {1, 2}.
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Proof : Let M1⊕M2 be pseudo QP -injective. Let A be M2-cyclic subsystem of M2 and

f be S-homomorphism from A into M1. let j1 and π1 be the injection and projection

map of M1 into M1⊕M2 and M1⊕M2 onto M1 respectively. Define α : A→M1⊕M2

by α(a) = (f(a), a), ∀ a ∈ A. It is clear that α is S-monomorphism. Since M1⊕M2 is

pseudo QP -injective, so by Proposition 3.3, M1 ⊕M2 is pseudo M2P -injective. Hence,

there exists S-homomorphism g from M2 into M1 ⊕M2 such that goi = α, where i be

the inclusion map of A into M2. Now, put h = π1og from M2 into M1. Thus, ∀ a ∈ A
we have h(a) = π1og(a) = π1oα(a) = π1(α(a)) = π1(f(a), a) = f(a). This means M1 is

M2P -injective.

Corollary 3.10 : Let {M1}i∈I be a family of S-systems. If ⊕i∈IMi is pseudo MKP -

injective, then Mj is MKP -injective system for all distinct j, k ∈ I.

Proposition 3.11 : For any integer n ≥ 2, Mn
S is pseudo QP -injective if and only if

Ms is QP -injective.

Proof : If Mn
s is pseudo QP -injective, then by Theorem 3.9, we have Ms is MP -

injective. This means Ms is QP -injective. Conversely, assume that Ms is QP -injective

system, this means Ms is MP -injective system. By Proposition 2.13, Mn
s is QP -injective

and hence by (3.2) (1), Mn
s is pseudo QP -injective system.

Proposition 3.12 : Let an S-system Ms be pseudo QP -injective and T = End(Ms).

If Imα is essential (large) subsystem of Ms, where α ∈ T , then any S-monomorphism

from α(M) into Ms can be extended to an S-monomorphism in T .

Proof : Let f : α(M) → Ms be S-monomorphism. Since Ms is pseudo QP -injective

system, so there exists S-homomorphism g : Ms → Ms such that f = gi, where i :

α(M) → Ms is the inclusion map. Then, fα = giα = gα. Now, let g(α(m1)) =

g(α(m2)), where m1,m2 ∈Ms, then f(α(m1)) = f(α(m2)). Since f is monomorphism,

so α(m1) = α(m2) and on the other hand α(M) is essential subsystem of Ms, so g is

monomorphism.

Corollary 3.13 : If Ms is pseudo QP -injective reversible S-system, then every S-

monomorphism from M -cyclic subsystem of Ms into Ms splits.

Proof : By taking Ms is Ms-cyclic and IM be identity map of Ms. Then, by pseudo QP -

injectivity of Ms, for any S-monomorphism f : Ms →Ms, there exists S-homomorphism

h : Ms →Ms such that hf = IM and this means f is split.

The proof of the following Corollary from Corollary 3.13 and Proposition 2.3 (2).
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Corollary 3.14 : Let Ms be reversible and principal self-generator S-system. Then

Ms is pseudo QP -injective S-system for all S-system Ms if and only if Ms is injective.

The following theorems and lemma give a characterization of pseudo QP -injective S-

systems :

Theorem 3.15 : Let Ms be an S-system. Then Ms is pseudo QP -injective system if

and only if ker(α) = ker(β), implies Tα = Tβ for all α, β ∈ T = End(Ms).

Proof : ⇒) Let α, β ∈ T with ker(α) = ker(β). Define ϕ : α(M)→Ms by ϕ(α(m)) =

β(m) for every m ∈ Ms. Let α(m1), α(m2) ∈ α(M) such that α(m1) = α(m2). Then

(m1,m2) ∈ ker(α) = ker(β), so β(m1) = β(m2). Hence ϕ(α(m1)) = ϕ(α(m2)) and ϕ

is well-defined, the reverse steps gives that ϕ is S-monomorphism. For every m ∈ Ms

and s ∈ S, we have ϕ(α(ms)) = β(ms) = β(m)s = ϕ(α(m))s. This shows that ϕ is

an S-homomorphism. Since Ms is pseudo QP -injective system and α(M) is M -cyclic

subsystem of Ms, so there exists S-homomorphism ψ : Ms → Ms such that ψi = ϕ,

where i is the inclusion map of α(m) into Ms. Thus, β = ϕα = ψiα = ψα ∈ Tα. Then,

Tβ ⊆ Tα. Similarly, Tα ⊆ Tβ, therefore Tα = Tβ.

⇐ ) Let α ∈ T and f : α(M) → Ms be S-monomorphism from M -cyclic subsystem

α(M) of Ms into S-system Ms. Then ker f = ker i , where i is the inclusion map from

α(M) into Ms. Since f(α(M)) ∼= α(M), and similarly i(α(M)) ∼= α(M), so this means

f, i ∈ T . Then by assumption, Tf = Ti, so we have f ∈ Ti. Thus, f = hi, for some

h ∈ T . This shows that Ms is pseudo QP -injective system.

Theorem 3.16 : Let Ms be pseudo QP -injective S-system and T = End(Ms) with

α, β ∈ T . Then :

(1) If α(M) embeds in β(M), then Tα is an image of Tβ.

(2) If α(M) ∼= β(M), then Tα ∼= Tβ.

Proof : (1) Let f : α(M)→ β(M) be S-monomorphism. Let i1 (respectively i2) be the

inclusion maps of α(M) [respectively β(M)] into Ms. Since i2of is S-monomorphism

and Ms is pseudo QP -injective system, so there exists S-homomorphism f : Ms →Ms

such that foi1 = i2of . Define σ : Tβ → Tα by σ(λβ) = λfα, λ ∈ T . If λ1β = λ2β

for m ∈ Ms. fα(m) = (foi1)(α(m)) = (i2of)(α(m)) = f(α(m)) and hence λfα(m) =

λf(α(m)), so σ is well-defined. It is clear that σ is T -homomorphism, in fact, let

λ β ∈ Tβ and g ∈ T , then σ(g(λβ)) = σ ((gλ)β) = gλfα = g(λfα) = g σ(λ β). We
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claim that ker(fα) = kerα. Let (x1, x2) ∈ ker(fα) which implies fα(x1) = fα(x2).

This implies f(α(x1)) = f(α(x2)), since f is S-monomorphism, so α(x1) = α(x2). Thus

(x1, x2) ∈ kerα. Also, it is clear that kerα ⊆ ker(fα). Thus, ker(fα) = kerα. Hence,

by Theorem 3.14, we have Tα = Tfα, so there exists λ ∈ T such that α = λfα, then

α = λfα = σ(λβ) ∈ σ(Tβ). This implies Tα = σ(Tβ). Then σ is T -epimorphism.

(2) Let f : α(M) → β(M) is S-isomorphism. Let i1 (respectively i2) be the inclusion

maps of α(M) [respectively β(M)] into Ms. Since i2of is S-monomorphism and Ms

is pseudo QP -injective system, so i2of can be extended to f : Ms → Ms such that

foi1 = i2of . Define σ : Tβ → Tα by σ(λβ) = λfα, for every λ ∈ T . As in part (1),

σ is well-defined and T -epimorphism. Now, let σ(λ1β) = σ(λ2β), thenλ1fα = λ2fα.

Since fα(M) = foi1(α(M)) = i2of(α(M)) = fα(M) = β(M), then λfα(M) = λβ(M),

hence λ1β(M) = λ1fα(M) = λ2fα(M) = λ2β(M), then λ1β = λ2β. Hence σ is T -

monomorphism.

Lemma 3.17 : Let Ms be a pseudo QP -injective system and T = End(Ms). If α(M)

is a simple S-system, α ∈ T , then Tα is a simple T -system.

Proof : LetΘ 6= fα ∈ Tα. Then f : α(M)→ fα(M) is an S-isomorphism by hypothe-

sis, so let σ : fα(M)→ α(M) be the inverse. If σ ∈ T extends σ, then for m ∈Ms, we

have α(m) = σ(fα(m)) = σ(fα(m)) ∈ Tfα and hence Tα = Tfα.
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